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Both ideas merit further consideration. • These issues merit special attention. • His good work
merits a raise. • She did well enough to merit a second interview. en Both the Bush and Obama
administrations have successfully kept courts from considering the merits of torture allegations
in civil lawsuits by making broad. Zechut, or zechus in Ashkenazi pronunciation, means
something between an Often it is an advantage or honour that is felt to be a reward.
particularly in a legal case, and then to mean merit or worthiness more generally.
Translation and Meaning of merit, Definition of merit in Almaany Online Dictionary of
English-Hebrew. ?????, ?????, ???????, ????, ????????, ???? ?????, ????? ??????. Need to
translate merit to Hebrew? Here are 8 ways to say it. In an email last week a good friend and
teacher had written a word I did not know . The word was “zekhus”. I looked it up and
discovered that it.
MERIT: AN OVERVIEW The terms merit and merit making are used in connection Nor did
Canaanite or early Hebrew views of death include a postmortal goal As to life beyond death,
reference to this was by no means lacking, and it was. How do you know that this word ethan
means 'mighty'? — Because it is . The cord that activates the merit of the forefathers is Jewish
identity. Jewish identity is .
5: I am black, but comely is interpreted as meaning: Israel says: I am black 15 God assures
the Fathers of the world that their merit will never cease to be. And because he put his trust in
YHWH, He reckoned it to his merit. It will be therefore to our merit before YHWH Eloheinu
to observe faithfully this whole.
See the popularity of the girl's name Merit over time, plus its meaning, origin, common sibling
names, and more in BabyCenter's Baby What does Merit mean?.
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